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The self-adjoint subspace extensions of a possibly nondensely defined sym- 
metric ordinary differential operator in a Hilbert space are described. The 
operator part of these extensions involve not only the differential operator but 
boundary-integral terms, and the side conditions which determine the domains 
of the extensions also involve boundary-integral terms. Corresponding to each 
self-adjoint subspace extension in a possibly larger Hilbert space an eigen- 
function expansion result is obtained. Analogous results for first-order systems 
of ordinary differential operators are shown to be valid. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let & be a Hilbert space over the complex numbers C, and denote 
by sj2 the Hilbert space fi @ sj. A subspace T of s2 is a closed linear 
manifold in s2, and its adjoint T* is the subspace defined by 
T* = W, 4 E $3’ I (g, 4 = (f;Q all {f, g> E T). 
A subspace T is an operator in $3 if T(0) = {0}, where, in general, 
T(f) = k~8lVdl~Th w e are thus identifying closed operators 
in $s with their graphs in Sj2. 
A subspace S of s2 is symmetric if S C S*, and a self-adjoint subspace 
H is one satisfying H = H*. In [6] we studied the self-adjoint subspace 
extensions H in qj2 of a symmetric nondensely defined operator S 
generated in the following way. Let S,, be a (closed) symmetric densely 
defined operator in 9, and let &, be a subspace of sj. Define S by the 
conditions 
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where a(S), a(S,,) p re resent the domains of S, S’, . Then assuming 
dim $j,, < co, dim(&* 0 SO) < co, 
it was shown in Theorem 3 of [6] how one would describe all self- 
adjoint subspace extensions H of S in b2 by means of certain “generalized 
boundary conditions.” 
In the present work we indicate how this result may be applied to an 
S generated by a formally symmetric ordinary differential operator of 
order n in an !Z2-space. This leads to a description of a large class of 
self-adjoint problems where the side conditions involve boundary and 
integral terms, and both the differential operator and boundary-integral 
terms enter into the operator parts of the problems. For a differential 
operator whose coefficients are smooth on a closed bounded interval 
(the regular case), we characterize these problems explicitly in Section 3, 
Theorem 1. 
A given symmetric subspace S in 5jz need not have a self-adjoint 
subspace extension H in $j2, but it always has one in some larger space 
($5 @ R)2. Corresponding to each such H for the S generated by an 
ordinary differential operator, we obtain an eigenfunction expansion 
result in Section 7. The proof of this is independent of the charac- 
terization given in Section 2 and depends mainly on an analysis of the 
generalized resolvent of H which is presented in Sections 46. 
After our eigenfunction result was announced, Dijksma and de Snoo 
in [7], using the characterization of Section 2, gave quite another proof 
of the eigenfunction expansion for those self-adjoint H in B2. Their 
method provides pointwise convergence as well, and they also show that 
the generalized Fourier transform mapping is surjective in this case. 
In Sections 8 and 9 we indicate how our results may be carried over 
to the case of systems of m ordinary differential operators of order 1. 
Such problems, in the regular case, have been considered by A. M. Krall 
in [8]. It should be clear from our treatment that analogous results are 
valid for the case of systems of m ordinary differential operators of order 
n, with obvious adaptations of the proofs. 
The results presented here were announced in [5]; they were obtained 
during a leave in 1972 at the University of Paris. We express our 
appreciation to the National Science Foundation for its partial support 
of this research under Grant GP-33696X. 
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2. NONDENSELY DEFINED SYMMETRIC ORDINARY 
'DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We shall use the results and notations of our earlier papers [4] and 
[6], and for convenience we restate the main result in the latter paper. 
Let S,, be a. densely defined, (closed) symmetric operator in the Hilbert 
space sj, and let S be given by 
B(s) = W,) n W, SC&, 
where we assume’&, is a subspace of fi, and 
dim& =p < 00, dim(S,* 0 S,) < co. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
We have S C SO C S,,* C S* and 
If M= S* OS, MO = S,,* 0 SO, then M= il4+@ M-, M,, = 
(MO)+ @ (MO)-, where 
M* = {{h, R} E S* j k = fib}, 
(MO)* = {{A, k} E So* 1 k = fib}. 
If 
then 
dim( = dim ID((Mo)*) = dim v(S,* F il) = OJ*, 
dim M,, = W+ + W-, 
dim M* = dim v(S* f iI) = p + w*, 
dim M = 2p + W+ + W-. 
The symmetric operator S has a self-adjoint subspace extension H in 
&2 if and only if dim M+ = dim M-, that is, if and only if,& = w- = w, 
say, which we now assume for the remainder of this section. We recall 
the notation 
(hh’) = (S,*h, h’) - (h, S,*h’), h, Ii’ E a(&*). 
In these terms the following result characterizes all self-adjoint extensions 
-H in sjs. 
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THEOREM 3 OF [6]. Let H be a self-adjoint extension of S in sj2, with 
dim H(0) = s. Let y1 ,..., ys be an orthonormal basisfor H(0) and v1 ,..., qua, 
?a+1 ,..., vP an orthonormal basis for J3,, . Then there exist ys+l ,..., y?, , 
s P+l ,..., S P+w in a(&*) and Erk EC such that 
(a) a,+, ,..., Sp+o are linearly independent mod a(&,), 
(b) @,Sj> = 0, j, I= P + I,..., P + w, 
and ;f 
! 
#k = p=c+l Kk - wxYk~,Y,)l~T~ k = s + 1,...,p, 
(4 ETk EC, E = (Erk) = E*, 
1 
5k = -f (Sk%) 94 > k = P + L,P + w, 
7=5+1 
then 
(i) H is theset of aZZ{h, S,*h + p)}, h E D(S,*), v E !&, , such that 
(h, yTy) = 0, j = I,...) s, 
G@,) - 6% 5c) = 0, 2 = p + l,...,p + w, 
9) = VP+ “’ + ‘8s + f [ch, $3 - <hrk)] vk 9 CjEC, 
km+1 
(ii) H,h = Q&,*h + Ck-s+l [(h, #k) - (hdla, WhueQisthe 
orthogonal projection of ij onto (H(O))-. 
Conversely, ifyl ,..., qua , q.~~+~ ,..., yP is an orthonormal basis for !& , and 
Yk, slE a(sO*) exist satisfying (a), (b), and #k, & are dejined by (c), then 
H defined by ( ) i is a self-adjoint extension of S such that H(0) = 
span{v, ,..., cp,}, and H, is given by (ii). 
Now let L be a formal ordinary differential operator 
L = f  p,D”, 
k-0 
D = dldx, 
where the p, are complex-valued functions of class Ck on an open 
interval L: a < x < b, and P,(X) # 0, x E L. We assume L is formally 
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symmetric, that is, L = L+, where L+ is the Lagrange adjoint of L given 
bY 
L+ = 2 (-l)“p&. 
k=O 
Let sj = f?r(,) with the inner product 
(f,g> = Jbabft9 
and let COIE(b) d enote the set of allf E P(L) which vanish outside compact 
subintervals of c. Define S,, to be the closure in 4j2 of the set of all 
(f, Lf} for f E Con(,). Then S, is a closed symmetric operator in fi with 
domain a(&,) dense in $j; it is called the minimal operator for L in &. 
Its adjoint S,* has the domain a(&‘,*) consisting of all f E P-~(L) n $3 
such that f m--l) is absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval of L 
and Lf E 4j. For f E a(&,*), S,*f = Lf. Thus 
0 < dim(M,)* = dim v(S,* F il) = W* < n, 
and dim M,, = w+ + w- < 2n < co. Consequently, if S is defined via 
(2.1), we see that if dim $3,, = p < co, then (2.2) is valid, and if w+ = 
w-- = o, then Theorem 3 of [6] is applicable. 
We interpret the conditions of this theorem for the present case. For 
U, w  E B(S,*), we have Green’s formula 
s 
%Lu - UG = [w](x) - [w](y), (2.3) 
Y 
where [UW] is a semi-bilinear form in U, u’,..., u(“-l) and o, v’,..., o(“-l) 
given by 
[w](x) = i c (-1)j u’“‘(x)(p,V)(j) (x). (2.4) 
n&=1 j+k=m-1 
It follows that [uw](x) tends to limits [w](a), [uo](b) as x tends to a, b, 
respectively, and we may write 
<uw) = (Lu, w) - (u, La) = [#W](b) - [#W](U). (2.5) 
These limits [w](a), [uo](b) clearly only depend on U, w, and their first 
n - 1 derivatives in the neighborhoods of a and b, and thus they 
represent boundary terms. Thus, in Theorem 3 of [6], applied to L as 
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above, (i) shows that the domain 9(H) is prescribed by certain boundary- 
integral conditions, and (ii) implies that the operator part H, of H 
involves not only the differential operator L but boundary-integral terms 
also. 
3. SELF-ADJOINT PROBLEMS IN THE REGULAR CASE 
We are now going to make more explicit the nature of Theorem 3 
of [6] in the regular case. By this we mean that the interval L is a finite 
one and that p, E Ck on the closed interval a < x < b, and p,(x) # 0 on 
a < x < b. It is known that in this case ID(S,*) is the set of all f E E, = 
g2(b) such that f E P-l on a < x < b, f +-l) is absolutely continuous on 
a < x < b, and Lf E 43. Moreover, 
where for any f having n - 1 derivatives, J(x) is the n x 1 matrix with 
rowsf(x), f ‘(x),...,f(n-l)(x). Now 
CO* = dim v(S,* F 2) = w = n 
in the regular case, since v(S,* F iI> is just the set of all solutions u of 
the differential equation (L F i)u = 0 satisfying u E Jj. But all such 
solutions are of class Cn on a < x < b and are therefore in !& Hence, 
S always has self-adjoint extensions in the regular case. In the remainder 
of this section we assume we are in the regular case. 
The semi-bilinear form (2.4) which enters into Green’s formula (2.3) 
may be written as 
[W](X) = i Bjk(x) dk-l)(~) fPl)(x) 
j.k=l 
= a*(x) B(x) z&q, 
where B = (BJ is an n x n matrix of functions involving only the 
coefficients p, of L. The matrix B is skew-hermitian (B*(x) = -B(x)) 
and has the property that 
Bjk(x) = O, jfk>n+l, 
= (-l>j-‘p&g, j + k = 12 + 1. I (3.1) 
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Thus det B(x) = ( pn(x))12 # 0 f or a < x < b, and B-l has the property 






We can now write (2.5) as 
(uv) = [uv](b) - [w](a) = 6*(b) B(b) zi(b) - a*(u) B(a) P(a) 
for all u, w  E ID(S,,*). If u, oi ,..., w, E X$5’,*), then 
{uv,) = (V*(b) B(b) ii(b) - v*(u) B(u) t&z)), ) (3.3) 
where ( )r denotes the rth component, and V = (V,,) is the n x 01 
matrix given by 
vj, = qp-1’ 7 3 j = 1 ,...) 11, Y = l,...) 01. 
If u1 ,..., u, , v, ,..., vu, E a(&,*) and 
u = (U,,), uj, = &1) r 9 j= l)..., tt, t = l,..., j?, 
then 
Gw,) = (v*(b) W) U(b) - v*(a) %-4 WN,, * (3.4) 
Using (3.3) and (3.4) we now write down the various conditions of 
Theorem 3 of [6]. Condition (b) says that 
@,%> = 0, j, 1 = p + l,...,p + a, 
which by (3.4) becomes 
d*(b) B(b) d(b) - d*(u) B(u) d(u) = 0, (3.5) 
where d = (A,) is defined by 
A, = g(i-1) $7 7 P j = l,..., tl, Y =p + l)..., p +n. 
If 
M =‘A *(a) B(u), iv = --d*(b) B(b), (34 
(3.5) can be written as 
MB-l(u) M* - Am-l(b) N* = 0, (3.7) 
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and from (3.3) we see that 
(hS,) = (A *(!I) B(b) R(b) - A *(a) B(a) yu))z 
= -(M&z) + A%(b)), . 
(3.8) 
Condition (a) says that S,,, ,..., &,+n are linear independent mod a($,). 
This implies that 
rank(&.?: N) = n, (3-9) 
where (A!!: N) is the n x 2% matrix obtained by setting the columns of M 
next to those of N in the order indicated. To see this note that the 
Zth row of (M: N), denoted by (M: N), , is such that for all h E B(S,*), 
(M: N), [$;] = (ML(u) + M(b)), = -(hS,) 
by (3.8). Suppose for some cI E C we have 
P+?Z 




0 = C c,(hS,) = (ha) = 0, 6 = c E,S, 
z=p+1 z=p+1 
for all h E a(&*). But (hi%) = (S,,*h, 6) - (h,L6) = 0 shows that 
6 E a(&), and then (a) implies that all the cr = 0. Thus the rows of 
(M: N) are linearly independent, proving (3.9). Conversely, if (3.9) is 
valid, then a,+, ,..., ap+ are linearly independent mod D(S,), for the 
above argument can be traced in reverse. 
Let us turn to condition (c). Let QO, QI, Y, 2 be the vector functions 
(considered as l-rowed matrix-valued functions) defined as follows: 
@o = (93 ,***> v,), @l = oh+1 Fe**, %A 
!fJ = ws+1 >*-*9 hJ7 2 = (ii,, ,***9 5,+?d, 
and define the n x ( p - s) matrix r = (rj7) via 
rj, = yy, j = l,..., n, r = s + l)..., p. 
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Using (3.4) we see that (c) may now be written as 
Y = @l{E - (1/2)[r*(b) B(b) F(b) - r*(a) B(a) r(a)]}, 
z = -@,[r*(b) B(b) d(b) - r*(u) B(a) d(u)]. 
Recalling the matrices M, N defined by (3.6) and putting 
c = r*(u) B(u), D = --r*(b) B(b), 
we can finally write Y and 2 in the following way: 
(3.10) 
Y = @,{E + (1/2)[DB-l(b) D* - CB-l(u) C*]}, E = E*, 
Z = @JOB-‘(b) IV* - CB-l(u) M*]. I 
(3.11) 
The items (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3 of [6] involve the inner products 
(h, ~4, (h, t;,>, (h, &A an d so we introduce a notation which can be used 
to describe these terms concisely. For any two matrix-valued functions 
F, G on L for which the product G*F makes sense’(that is, F and G have 
the same number of rows) and is integrable on L, we define the “matrix 
inner product” 
(F, G) = s” G*(x)F(x) dx = (G,F)*. (3.12) 
a 
If A, B are constant matrices for which FA and GB make sense, then 
(FA, G) = (F, G)4 (F, GB) = B*(F, G). 
For example, if h E B(S,,*), then (h, 2) is an n x 1 matrix whose 
Zth component is (h, cr). Also (@,, , @J = I,, the s x s identity matrix, 
(@l , @l) = &?, and (Q$, , @r) = 0, (@, , CD,,) = 0. Using these nota- 
tions, Theorem 3 of [6] b ecomes the following result in the regular case. 
THEOREM 1. In the regular case of an nth order formally symmetric L 
asgiven above, let H be a self-&joint extension of S in e2, with dim H(0) = 
s. Let y1 ,..., qua be an mthonmmul basis for H(0) and v1 ,..., y8 , vs+I ,..., yP 
an orthonormul busis for fiO , and put @,, = (yl ,..., vS), Q1 = (q~~+~ ,..., vP). 
Then there exist matrices of complex constants M, N, C, D, E of order 
n X n, n x n, (p - s) x n, (p - s) x n, (p - s) x (p - s), respectively, 
such that 
(a) rank(M: N) = n, 
(b) MB-l(u) M* - NB-l(b) N* = 0, 
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and if 
!?’ - Gl{E + (1/2)[DBV(b) D* - CB-l(a) C*]}, 
(‘) IZ 1 @,[DB-l(b) N* - CB-l(a) Al*], 
E = E*, 
then 
(i) H is the set of all {h, Lh + p)}, h E a(&‘,,*), g, E !&, such that 
(A, @I)) = 0, M&z) + Jqb) + (h, 2) = 0, 
v = @,c + @,[C&) + D&) + (h, W, 
where c is an s x 1 matrix of complex constants, 
(ii) HJz = Lh - @,,(Lh, @J + @,[Ch(a) + D&(b) + (h, Y)]. 
Conversely, if v1 ,..., yS, ~JI~+~ ,..., ~~ is an orthonormal basis for 9, , and 
M, N, C, D, E exist satisfying (a), (b) and Y, 2 are dejked by (c), then H 
de$ned by (i) is a self-adjoint extension of 5’ such that H(0) = 
spa+h ,.-, y,}, and the operator part H, of H is given by (ii). 
Proof of Theorem 1. If H is a self-adjoint extension of S with 
H(0) = span{yr ,..., yS}, then we have seen that (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 3 
of [6] are equivalent to (a), (b), (c) above; see (3.9), (3.7), and (3.11). 
Using (3.12) and (3.8) we readily see that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 of 
[6] become (i), (ii) of Theorem 1 above. The term &S,,*h = &Lh is just 
Lh - @,(Lh, @J. 
To prove the converse, all we need to show is that given M, N, C, D 
satisfying (a), (b) above, then there exist 
such that the equations (3.6), (3.10) are satisfied, that is, 
A(a) = --B-l(u) iv*, d(b) = B-l(b) iv*, (3.13) 
r(a) = --B-l(u) c*, r(b) = B-‘(b) D*, (3.14) 
where 
4 = (44, A, = s(i-1) j = I,..., n, r = p + l,..., P + fl, 
I- = (r,,), j-l1 = &; j = I,..., n, r = s + I,...,p. 
This can be accomplished in the following way. 
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Let Qr E P[a, b] vanish in a neighborhood of b, and satisfy 
“p’(a) = (-P(u) M*)j, ; 
this can be obtained by a P-smoothing of a polynomial, for example. 
Similarly, let %$ E P[u, b], vanish in a neighborhood of II, and satisfy 
%y(b) = (W(b) N*)jt . 
Then 6, = “8, + b6, will have the property (3.13). In an analogous way 
we can construct Y~+~ ,..., rP so that (3.14) is valid. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
If s = 0, then H is an operator extension of S and @,, = 0, @i = 
(qJ1 ,***, qP). If s = p, then @,, = (qi ,..., Q), @i = 0, and therefore 
Y = 0, 2 = 0. If s = p = 0, we have H is a self-adjoint extension of 
S, . In this case 0s = 0, @i = 0, and 
D(H) = {h E qs,*> / Ml;(a) + M(b) = O}, Hh = Lh, 
where AZ, N are n x 71 matrices satisfying (a), (b) of Theorem 1. This is 
the known characterization of self-adjoint regular boundary-value 
problems associated with the formally symmetric L. 
4. RESOLVENTS AND GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS OF SYMMETRIC SUBSPACES 
We are going to obtain an eigenfunction expansion result for each self- 
adjoint subspace H which is an extension of the symmetric differential 
operator S generated by L in the general case, that is, not necessarily 
the regular case. This will be done by an analysis of the resolvent of H 
and so we collect together here the essential facts we require about 
resolvents and generalized resolvents. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be any symmetric subspace in &“, and 1 EC, 
ImZ#O. Then 
(i) !R(S - II) = (v(S* - Z.))l, 
(ii) (S - Z1)-l is an operator, 
(iii) ]](S - II)-’ 11 < l/l Im 1 I, 
(iv) %(S* - U) = 5. 
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Proof. Recall that S - 11 is the set of all {f, g - If) such that 
{f, g} E S. Since (%(S - II))’ = v(S* - U), in order to prove (i) we 
just have to verify that %(S - K) is closed. This follows from the 
equality 
I/g - iflIZ = l/g - Pfll” + I ” I2 llfll” (4-I) 
which is valid for all {f, g} E S (note that (g, f) = (f, g)) and I = 
Z.L + iv, p, v E R. Now (4.1) also implies 
llg - Yll” 3 I v I2 lIfl12> 
which shows that 
(S - w = {{g - 0-3 f> I tf, d E 3 
is an operator, and if h = g - If, (S - II)-lh = f satisfies 
ll(S - w h II < II h II/l v !> 
which is (iii). From (i) we now have 
!+j = v(S” - II) @ %(S - U). 
Thus if k’ E qj, we may write k’ = + + g’, where 4 E v(S* - ZZ), 
g’ E %(S - ZZ), that is, {I/, I#} E S* and g’ = g - Zf for some {f, g} E S. 
We want to show that k’ E %(S* - U), that is, k’ = k - Zh for some 
{h, k) E S*. Define (h, k} as follows: 
Then 
h = f + (w+4 k = g + Kv + NW. 
and k - Zh = k’, proving (iv), and completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
Now suppose His a self-adjoint subspace in 5jz. Then H = H, @ H, , 
where H, is the set of all (0, g} E H and H, is a self-adjoint operator in 
the space (H(O))l. S ince both H and H, are symmetric, Theorem 2 can 
be applied. Let 
R(Z) = (H - II)-‘, R,(Z) = (H, - ZI)-1, ImZfO; 
these operator-valued functions are called the resolerents of H and H, , 
respectively. 
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THEOREM 3. The resolvent R of a self-adjoint subspace H in B8 sati.$es: 
(i) R(Z) exists as an operator on all of $3, 
(ii) H = {{R(Z)h, ZR(Z)h + h} 1 h E Sj}, 
(iii) II WI < l/l Im Z I, 
(iv) R(Z) = R,(Z) CD (H.&l, where R,(Z) exists as an operator on 
(H(O))‘- and (H&l is the 0 operator on H(O), 
(4 VW)* = R(Z), 
(vi) R(Z) - R(m) = (I - m) R(Z) R(m) = (I - m) R(m) R(Z) for 
ImZ#O, Imm#O, 
(vii) Im(R(Z) h, h) = (Im I) 11 R(Z)h 112, h E fi, 
(viii) R is analytic for Im 1 # 0 in the uniform topology (and hence 
in the strong and weak topologies). 
Proof. Since H = H*, Theorem 2 implies (i) and (iii). The relation 
(ii) follows from the equivalent statements for all h E fi: 
vb w~l E w, {R(Z)h, h} E H - ZI, 
{R(Z)h, ZR(Z)h + h) E H. 
The operator part H, of H is self-adjoint in (H(O))*, and thus Theorem 2 
implies that R,(Z) is an operator on all of (H(O))I. The decomposition 
H - ZZ = (H, - U) @ (H - U), = (H, - ZZ) @ H, yields (iv). The 
assertion (v) follows from the general fact that for any subspace T in $j2 
we have (T-l)* = (T*)-l, and so 
(R(Z))* = ((H - IQ-l)* = (H* - II)-’ = A(Z). 
The resolvent equation (vi) can be proved directly, but an alternate 
proof can be based on the fact that R8, being the resolvent of a self- 
adjoint operator on (H(O))l, satisfies a resolvent equation 
W) - w4 = (I - m) R,(Z) u4. 
If h E &, h = h, + h, , h, E H(O), h, E (H(O))l, then R(m) h = 
R,(m) h, E H(O)I, and 
VW) - m41~ = P&V) - ww, 
= v - ml W) w@l 
= (I - m) R,(Z) R(m)h 
= (1 - m) I?(Z) R(m)h. 
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The assertion (vii) is a consequence of (v) and (vi), since 
shows that 
R(Z) - R(l) = (I - I) R(Z) R(Z) 
2i Im(R(E)h, h) = (R(Z)h, h) - (h, R(Z)h) 
= ([R(Z) - mh, 4 
= 2i Im Z(R(Z) R(Z)& h) 
= 2i Im 2 11 Z?(Z)/2 112. 
The analyticity of R can be deduced from the resolvent equation applied 
twice to yield R’(Z) = R2(Z). Th is completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Let H = H, @ H, be a self-adjoint subspace in !$P. The Spectral 
Theorem for H, says that 
H, = 
I m x W(4, (4.2) -cc 
where (E,(h)) is a the spectral family of projections for H, in (H(O))l. 
Therefore 
and hence if f E (H(O))l, 
An inversion of this formula gives the EJX). If d = {V 1 ZJ < v < h), 
Es@‘) = Ed4 - JUCL), w h ere h, ZL are continuity points of Ez , then 
A symmetric subspace S in sja need not have a self-adjoint extension 
in $j2, but it always has one in some larger space $&2, where 9~~ = 
5 @R, R a Hilbert space (see [4] for details). Let H be a given self- 
adjoint subspace extension of S in $r2, and let P denote the orthogonal 
projection of 5& onto $5. We define a generalized resolvent of S corre- 
sponding to H to be the operator-valued function R in sj given by 
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where R,(Z) = (H - II)-l is the resolvent of H in $ji . Clearly R inherits 
many of the properties of R, . For example, the following is readily 
deduced from Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. The generalized resolvent R of a symmetric subspace S 
in 88, corresponding to the self-adjoint extension H in a12, $, 3 5 satisfiss: 
(i) R(Z) exists as an operator on all of !+j, 
(ii) if T(Z) = {{R(Z)h, ZR(Z)h + h} 1 h E $1, then S C T(Z) C S*, 
(iii) II R(l)11 < l/l Im 1 I, 
(3 (R(O)* = RQ), 
(4 Im(W)h, h)/Im E > II W)h 112, h E 5, 
(vi) R is analytic for Im Z # 0 in the uniform topology. 
Note that for f, g E Js we have (R(Z) f, g) = (R,(Z)f, g). If H = 
H, @ H, , and H, has the spectral resolution (4.2) in (H(O))l, then for 
f E $j A (H(O))J- = sj @ PH(O), g E $j, we have 
where 
FsNf = ~uw~ fE 4.5 0 WO)* 
The family F, = {F,(h)) constitutes a generalized spectral family for S 
corresponding to H (and H,). An inversion now leads to 
(F,(W, g) = !i?o i jA (Im R(v + 3f, g) dv, f E 45 0 JWO), g E $3, (4.5) 
where as before LI = {V [ ZL < u < h}, F,(d) = F8(X) - F,(p). This is just 
(4.3) in case His a self-adjoint subspace in 4j2 and f = g. 
5. GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS OF NONDENSELY DEFINED 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
As in Section 2, let S,, be the minimal operator in fi = e2(b) for the 
formally symmetric differential operator L = L+ of order n, and let S 
be the symmetric operator given by 
a(s) = a(sll) n &oL, SC&l, 
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where dim !&, = p < CO. Let R be any generalized resolvent of S 
corresponding to a self-adjoint subspace extension H of S, perhaps in a 
larger Hilbert space %r2, !& = 5 @ R We show here that any such R 
is an integral operator of Carleman type, and investigate its kernel. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we show that (4.5) will lead to a computation of the 
corresponding generalized spectral family, resulting in an eigenfunction 
expansion result. Our general plan follows that of our earlier paper [3] 
on operators but substantial modifications are necessary for the subspace 
case. 
We first introduce a right inverse of S’s* - II, Im 1 # 0, which we 
constructed in [2, p. 1791. This is an integral operator G(Z) of Carleman 
type 
WfC4 = s” W, Y, Of(r) dys ImZfO. 
a 
It has the properties: 
(i) G(Z) exists as an operator on all of J3, 
(ii) II G(Z)11 < l/l Im II, 
(iii) (G(Z))* = G(Z), 
(iv) if u(x, I) = G(Z)f(x), then 
~(m-l)(x, 4 = Ih” E (x, Y, 2) f(y) dy 
is continuous in (x, I), analytic in 1, a < x < b, Im Z # 0, m = l,..., n, 
(v) (S,” - II) G(Z)f = (L - U) G(Z)f = f, 
(vi) G is weakly analytic for Im Z # 0, and by (ii) also strongly 
and uniformly analytic. 
Now we consider a generalized resolvent R of S corresponding to the 
self-adjoint subspace extension H in %r2, that is, 
R(Z)f = P(H - II)-‘f, fESj, ImZfO. 
From (ii) of Theorem 4 we have 
W)f, W)f +f> E s*, f E 59 
and from (5.1)(v) we obtain {G(Z)f,f} E S,* - ZI, or 
Wlf, W)f + f 1 E So* C S*, f E 5 
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Therefore, if A(Z) = R(E) - G(Z), then {A(Z)!, ZA(Z)f} E S*, or 
A(Z)f E I@* - ZI) f or all f E $3. Clearly A is analytic for Im Z # 0 and 
(A(Z))* = A(Z). 
We claim that 
dim v(S* - U) = dim v(S,,* - ZI) + dim !&. (5.2) 
This can be seen by applying Theorem 1 of [6] to T, = S,, - II, 
T = S - II. From (i) and (iv) of Theorem 2 we know that %(T,) is 
closed and that 9l( To*) = %(T*) = $3. Thus the hypotheses (a)-(c) of 
Theorem 1 of [6] are satisfied and conclusion (iii) of that result is just 
(5.2). Now it is known that dim v(S,* - M) is constant in C+ = 
{Z~C~ImZ>O}andinC-={ZECIImZ<O}.Thus,if 
then 
W* = dim v(S,* - M), ZECf, 
dim v(S* - U) = q*, 4% = oJ* +p, ZECf. 
Assume ZEC+, let ai(Z),..., B++(Z) be an orthonormal basis for v(S* - ZI), 
and let a#),..., ol,-(Z) be an orthonormal basis for v(S* - El). Then for 
f E !ij we have 
k=l k=l 
Since A(Z) ark(Z) E v(S* - II), we have 
A(z)f = ; g  a&(z)(f, ‘dz>) ak(z), zEC+, 
i=l k=l 
where a&(Z) = (+(Z), A(Z) c+JZ)) = (A(Z) ai( ak(Z)). Similarly, 
A(z)f = 5 5 aii(z)(f> d)) elk(z), ZEC, 
j=l k=l 
where a&Z) = (A(Z) LX~(Z), cqJZ)), Z E C-. Thus A(Z) is an integral operator 
of Hilbert-Schmidt type 
A(l)&) = j-” +,Y, 4.W dy, a (5.3) 




Because of the symmetry (A(Z))* = A(Z), we have A(x, y, I) = A(y, X, ). 
If the matrices a+(Z), a-(Z) are defined by 
a*(Z) = (uQ(Z)>, ZECf, 
then this symmetry implies that 
(a+(z))* = u-(Z), ZECf. 
Since R(Z) = G(Z) + A(Z), we see that R(Z) is an integral operator of 
Carleman type 
Wf(x) = J” WGY, Of(Y) dY, (5.5) 
a 
with kernel K(x, y, 1) = G(x, y, I) + A(x, y, I). 
Now we express the kernel A(x, y, I) in terms of analytic bases. Let 
I, E C+, and let 13,(Zs),..., O,+(Z,) be any basis for v(S* - ZJ). For example, 
if O,(Z,),..., O,+(Z,,) is a basis for v(S,* - ZJ) and 
~,++,(W = GUo) R > j = l,...,p, 
where vi ,..., yP is a basis for !&, , then QZ,,),..., O,+(Z,,) will be a basis 
for v(S* - ZJ). Similarly, let e,(Z),..., f3&,) be a basis for v(S* - &,I). 
We define 
W = [I + (I - 4,) WI U4,), j= I,..., q+, ZECf, 
4(z) = [I + V - 4,) WI W,,>, j=l ,*.., q-, ZEC-. 1 (5.6) 
Then O,(Z) E v(S* - ZZ), that is, (A’,* - 11) O,(Z) E Js,, . If in addition, 
I Z - 4, I II G(4l < 1 (f or example, if 2 I Z - ZO 1 < 1 Im I, I), then the 
e,(Z) form a basis for v(S * - II). (This argument can be used to show 
that dim v(S* - U) = dim v(S* - ZJ) for 4 1 Z - ZO I < 1 Im I, 1, and 
then the connectedness of Cf and C- implies dim v(S* - ZZ) is constant 
in C+ and in C-.) Clearly the ei are analytic in Z in the half-planes in 
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which they are defined. Expressing the ozk(Z) in terms of the e,(Z), we find 
from (5.4) that 
= E 5 &do ek(x, 1) 4(Y, 0, ZEC-, (5.7) 
j=lk-1 
1 1 - IO / < 1 Im I, l/2. 
Again the symmetry A(x, y, 1) = A(y, X, 2) implies that the matrices 
b*(z) = (b,:.(Z)), ZECf, 
satisfy 
(a+(z))* = b-(Z), ZeC+. 
We claim that the b& in (5.7) are analytic for 1 Z - 1, 1 < r,, for some 
r0 > 0. For b& this can be seen from the following equation: 
(40 4uo), e,v,)) = g fk+ mwr(~o), ejvwk(o, wo)h 
j=l k=l 
r=l )...) q-, s = 1 
(54 
,a*-, q +, 1 EC+, 1 1 - 1, 1 < 1 Im Z, l/2. 
The left side is analytic for Im 1 # 0, and the terms (0,(&J, ej(Z)), 
(e,(Z), e,(Z,,)) are analytic in Z for 1 1 - I,, j < 1 Im I,, l/2. The linear 
independence of the &(Z,) implies that the matrix ((&(Z,), Z3,(Z,))) is 
invertible, and the continuity of B,(Z) shows that there is an r,, , 0 < r,, < 
1 Im I, //2 such that the matrices ((e,.(Z,), e,(Z))), ((e,(Z), e,(Z,,))) are 
invertible for 1 1 - Z,, 1 < y. . Then (5.8) shows that the b& are analytic 
for 1 Z - 1, 1 < r. , Z E C+. Since b,,(Z) = Z&(Z), 1 EC-, it is clear that bij 
is analytic for I 1 - IO 1 < r. , Z E C-. 
In order to further describe the properties of the kernel A(x, y, I) we 
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- 
Then ,5, = Lf and for functions f, g E P(L), at least one of which is in 
Con(,), we have 
If F is a function defined on 6 x L x C, , where C, = C+ u C-, we 
a,F, &F, L,F, L,F as follows: 
W(x, y, 1) = z lx, Y, 4, 
L&x, y, 2) = i Pk(4 G’“F(x, Y9 4, 
k=O 
&+, y, I> = 5 pk(Y) a2kFcF(x, Y,  z), 
k=O 
and denote by F( , y, I) the function on L, for fixed y E L, 1 E CO , whose 
value at x is F(x, y, I), and similarly for F(x, , Z), F(x, y, ). 
Using these notations we see that the kernel A(x, y, I) of A(Z) = 
R(Z) - G(Z) has the properties: 
(i) 4x, y, 1) = 4y, x, Q, 
(4 4 , Y, 0 E Wso*), 
(iii) ifF,(x, y, 1) = a~-l(L, - Z)A(x, y, Z) = (L, - I) a,‘-‘A(x, y, I), 
r = l,..., n, then F7( , y, I) E 9, , F,(x, y, ) is analytic on C, , Fr(x, , ) is 
continuous on L X CO , 
(iv) if 
G&x, y, 1) = a;-‘(& - 1) A(x, y, Z) = (E, - 2) aF”-‘A@, y, Z), 
m = I,..., n, then Gm(x, , 1) E !$, , Gm(x, y, ) is analytic on C, , G,,( , y, ) 
is continuous on L X Co , 
(4 if Hl(x, y, I> = (L, - Z>(J% - I) 4x, y, 4 then fG( , y, 1) E 43,) 
KG% > Z) E SO , H1(x, y, ) is analytic on Co , 
(vi) ay-lagWIA, m, Y = l,..., n, is continuous on L X c X C, , 
and a;l”-‘a,‘-‘A( x, y, ) is analytic on C, . 
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As we have noted, (i) follows from the fact that A*(Z) = A(Z), and the 
remaining properties are a direct consequence of the local analytic 
representation (5.7) of A(x, y, I). 
The kernel G(x, y, I) of G(Z) h as smoothness properties similar to those 
of A, except one must take into account the jump in the derivative 
a:-lG at x = y, and the fact that (L, - I) G(x, y, I) = 0, x # y (see 
Theorem 1 of [2]). S ince the kernel K(x, y, I) of R(Z) is given by 
K(x, y, 1) = G(x, Y, I) + 4x, Y, I>, we therefore know the smoothness 
properties of K. 
6. THE SPECTRAL MATRIX 
Let q1 ,..., vP be an orthonormal basis for fro , and let a < c < b. 
Define sr ,..., s%+~ to be the unique functions on L x C satisfying 
(L - I!) Sj = 0, S(jL-+, I) = 2ijk , j, k = l,..., 1z, 
(L - 1) s,+j = qj ) s?y)(c, I) = 0, j = l,..., p; k = I,..., n. I (6.1) 
As in [3] we define 
K0(x9 Y9 I) = KJ(Y, x, Q = 4 i s,&lsk(x* I) sj(Y, I), x > Y, (6.2) 
j.k=l 
where Sk, = [sJZ) s,(E)]( ) x , w ic h’ h is independent of x and Z by Green’s 
formula. Indeed, it is easy to see that Ski = Bkj(c), where B is the matrix 
of the form [uw]; see just before (3.1). Note that 
Sn+j(X, I) = f. si%k(x~ 4 I2 GdY, 1) PdY) dY, j = l,..., p. (6.3) 
j.m=l c 
From the basic existence theorem and the representation (6.3), we see 
that the sjk--l) (j = l,..., n + p; K = l,..., n) are continuous on L x C 
angeh;,$-Jze) are entire. 
G(x, Y, 0 = &(x, Y, I> + 6(x, Y, 4. 
Since ay-‘K, has the same discontinuity as &+lG at x = y, we see that 
the kernel G, satisfies (L, - I) G, = 0, and hence G, has the same 
properties as the kernel A given in (5.9) (i)-(vi) except that in (iii)-(v) 
“E $a” should be replaced by “=O”. The kernel K of R(Z) can thus be 
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written as K = K,, + Kl , where Kl = G, + A, and clearly Kl has the 
same properties (5.9) (i)-(vi) as A. It follows from these properties that 
Kl can be expressed in terms of the functions sj , namely, 
n+9 
q&Y, 4 = c Ykj(Z) Sk@, 4 G(Y, 4 = qr, x, I>, EEC,. (6.4) 
j,k=l 
THEOREM 5. The (n + p) x (a + p) WZU~&C !P = (!Pkj) has the 
following properties: 
(i) Y is analytic on C, , 
(ii) Y*(Z) = Y((e), 
(iii) Im Y(Z)/Im I > 0, Im Y = (Y - Y*)/X 
Proof. From (6.4), (6.1), and the properties (5.9) held by Kl , we 
find that for m, Y = l,..., n: 
a~-%;-%& y, 1) = a;-lay?qx, y, I) 
(6.5) 
w-9 
= c Ykj(Z) $-1)(x, 1) xj(r--l)(y, I), 
j,k=l 
a;-y-L, - 1) K&r, y, 1) = (L, - I) a;-qx, y, 2) 
VW 
nt9 9 
= c 1 Yn+k dz)qk@) $--l)(y, l), 
j=l k=l 
Ly(L, - 1) qx, y, I) = (L, - I) aylqx, y, 1) 
9 n+9 
= zl z1 ul,ntdz)sim-lb~ z)%(Y), 
(6.7) 
(JG - &G - 0 K(& Y, 4 = C-G - Wl - 0 q-T Y, 4 
= $gl ul,tkntdz> ~k6-d%(Y)* 
These imply that for m, r = l,..., n: 
(6.8) 
ay-la;-lK,(c, c, 1) = Y,,(Z), (6.9) 
a;-1(L, - I) Kl(x> ca z, = i yI,,k r(Z) pm@), (6.10) 
k=l 
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qy% - 1) K&P YY 0 = i u;, ,+i(O &(r). (6.11) 
i=l 
Formulas (6.9) and (5.9)(vi) for Kr show that ?Pm, is analytic on Co for 
m, r = l,..., n. We now note that (Ll - I) Kl = (Ll - t)A, since 
(L, - I) G, = 0, an d similarly (La - 1) Kl = (La - Z)A. Thus for Z E C* 
we see that (6.10) and (5.7) yield 
j=l k=l 
This implies that 
j=l (6.12) 
k = l,..., p, I = l)..., 11, ~Z--Z,~ -=c IImZ,1/2, ZEC*. 
The analyticity of the bf, and the D-V,(c, ) now imply that ?Pn+k. is 
analytic on C, for K = l,..., p, r = l,..., 12. In a similar fashion we obtain 
from (6.11) and (5.7) 
u’,,+j(O = ,‘$ &+j(Z) Dm-lek(c, 0, (6.13) 
m = l,..., 72, j = l,..., p, 11 -I, I < 1 ImZ, 112, ZECf, I 
which shows the analyticity of ‘u, n+j on C, for m = l,..., n, j = l,..., p. 
From (6.8) and (5.7), 
?P n+k n+iV) = b:++k ,-+jV), 
k,j= 1 ,..., p, IZ-Z,l < IhZ,l/2, ZEC*, i 
(6.14) 
and hence yl,,+,.,+j is analytic on C, for K, j = l,..., p. Thus Y is analytic 
on C, , proving (i). 
A consequence of KJx, y, I) = K,(y, x, E) is that for m, Y = l,..., n, 
This together with (6.9) shows that 
YmrV) = Kdo> m, Y = l,..., n. (6.15) 
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Now (6.12)-(6.15) and th e relation (b+(Z))* = b-(l), 1 EC+, implies that 
Y*(Z) = Y(Z), which is (ii). 
In order to demonstrate (iii) we develop alternate expressions for the 
ul,,(Z). Let @ = (qr ,..., vP), and note that (@, @) = I,, the p x p 
identity matrix. Let a0 = (?rO,..., vPo), where the cpi” E Con(l) are 
chosen so close to the yj E !?jo (in the sense of the norm in 5) that the 
matrix (@“, 0) is nonsingular. If we multiply both sides of (6.11) by 
y,,“(y) and integrate, we obtain 
Consequently, 
Ym,+d4 = j” q-qc, y, Z) XjO(Y, 1) dY, 
m= T ,..., n, j= l,..., p, 
where X0(Z) = (xi”(Z),..., xPo(Z)) is given by 
X0(Z) = (L - Z) 80, 80 = g,“,..., c&y = @0(@0, CD-‘. 
From (6.4) it is clear that we also have the relation 
~vL.+d~) = ~m-lw) XjO(W 
m = l,..., n, j= l,..., p, I 
where R,(Z)f is defined for f E Co(l) by 
W)fW = j” JG(%Yt Z>f(Y> dY* a 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
The symmetry !P*(Z) = Y(Z) implies that 
Yl,+k T(Z) = pr n+,(47 R= I,..., p, r = I,..., n. (6.18) 
Now multiplying both sides of (6.8) by v,“(y) &O(x) and integrating, we 
find that 
Y n+k n+itz> = @I(‘) xj”(‘>, xk”@>, 
j,k = l,..., p. I 
(6.19) 
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The expressions (6.9), (6.16)-(6.19) are the ones we shall use in what 
follows. 
We have K = K,, + Kr , and for f E C,(b) let 
Ro(Of(4 = s” Ko(% YP Of(Y) dY* 
a 
Thus W)f = &,(Qf + W)f f or all f 6 C,,(c). Note that we are making 
no assertion about R,(Z)f, R,(Z)f separately being in $j. As to R,(Z) not 
only do we have 
but 
CL - 0 RoWf = f, f E GJ(4, 
The latter is an easy consequence of the definition (6.2) of K, and the 
fact that (1, - I) K&x, y, I) = 0 if x # y. In particular, 
R,(Z) xP(4 = ~o(W - 1) 5: = 5i0, 
and hence 
W) XN = W) xi”(O - t-F, j = I,...,& (6.20) 
which shows that R,(Z) xi”(Z) E sj. 
We want to compute 
(Im yMz) 
ImZ 
= y*dz) - ykdz) 
z-z ’ 
From (6.9) we have 
(Im QnTW = 
ImZ a,m-la;-lH(c, c, I), r, m = I,..., n, (6.21) 
where 
H(x, y, 4 = [K(% y, 4 - K(x, y, Q/(Z - 1). 
We are here using the fact that 
ay-%;-‘lHo(c, c, I) = 0, Ho@, Y, 4 = wet.? Y, 4 - Ko(% Y, Ol/(~ - 0. 
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From (6.17) and (6.20) we obtain 
Ym,+i(z) = P-lR(Z) #(Z)(c) - D”-‘.y(c), m 
and a computation shows that 
(Im ?-Q.+#) = Dm-l RN - R(O 
Iml [ 1 
x.o(c) 
z-1 3 
m = l,..., n, j = l,..., p. 
The relation (6.18) implies that 
1 ,-**, % j = l,...,p, 
LP-lR(1) &o(c), 
(6.22) 
Pm YL+k #) = (Im VT.+&), k= l,..., p, r= l,..., n, (6.23) 
and (6.19) yields 
(Im= 
ImZ ( 
IRtzI) 1 pcZ)l Xj”(Z), x/(Z)) 
- (R(Z) xj”(l), 5k0) - (fjO, R(Z) XkO(l)) + (5j0, &co), (6.24) 
j, k = I,..., p. i 
Now choose h E Co”(l) so that h(x) 3 0, h(c) = 1, and h(x) = 0 
outside a closed bounded interval containing c in its interior, and put 
Y= s 
’ h(x) dx > 0. 
a 
Let ci ,..., c,+~ be arbitrary complex numbers, and let 
f = f (-1),-l cp-%, g = F", 
572=1 
a0 = ~~lcn+iX,o(o* 
Note that 010 = (L - 1) f”, where 
to = i Gz+j5io, 
j=l 
and hence R,(Z)g = rf”. We have 
0 < II W)(f + g> - Ro(Og II2 = II W)(f + dll" 
- vwf + d, R,(k) - (RoVk, W(f + d) 
+ II RoVk 112, 
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and since 
(see Theorem 4(v)), we obtain 
o<( [y - pcZJ1 (f + g),f + g) - (W)(f + d9 ho - 
- (%(Og, W(f + d) + II Ro(k 118* (6.25) 
It is this inequality which yields the assertion (iii) in Theorem 5. We can 
write (6.25) as follows: 
0 GF,, +F,, +&;, +Fm, 
where 
F,, = ( LR(z; 1 ;(‘)I f,f) = 1” j” H(x, y, ~)f(y)f(x) dx dr 
a a 
= Lb s.” lmgl ay-la;-lH(x, y, 1) E& I 
h(x) h(y) ax dy, 
- D’+?(Z) p(x)/ Qz(x) dx, 
Fm = ( 
l?(Z) - WI 
1 -I g, g) - uw)& ~OVM - (%(Og, Wg) + II &Vk II2 
=Y 2 I( 
m - WI &!o, &O 
z-1 ) - (R(Z) ore, 5”) - go, R(Z) a”) + (to, !?)I. 
Thus (6.25) has the form 
Is ab a” Sk, Y, 4 W) NY) h dr Z 0, 
(6.26) 
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where 
+ z1 p-1 [R(l; 1 fczJ1 a”(x) - D”-lR(l) [O(x)/ cm 
+ (conjugate of last term) 
+t 
VW - WI 
1-l 
c8, a0 ) - (R(Z) ao, 5”) - ($, R(l) a”> + (P, $1. 
It follows from (6.26) that Re Q( c, c, 1) > 0. But a calculation, using 
(6.21)-(6.24), shows that 
0 < ReQ(c, c, I) = Q(c, c, 0 = c *+?I (Im mn.m cmc, )
T&T=1 
Im l 
and hence (iii) is valid. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
The introduction of the spectral matrix for the generalized resolvent 
R, and the representation of the generalized spectral family F, = (F,(h)}, 
now proceeds precisely as indicated in [3, Theorems 4-71. These results 
depend only on Theorem 5 above and the fact that the si as defined via 
(6.1) have the continuity and analyticity properties indicated immediately 
after (6.3). Therefore we just state the results, referring to [3] for proofs. 
THEOREM 6. The (n + p) x (n + p) matrix p dejined by 
p(A) = !i?o $ sA Im Y(v + k) dv 
0 
exists, is nondecreasing, and is of bounded variation on any Jinite interval. 
The matrix p is called the spectral matrix for the generalized resolvent 
R of S. 
7. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
We now are able to describe the generalized spectral family F, cor- 
responding to a generalized resolvent R. Let, as in (4.5), d = 
{v I CL -c v < 4, FM = F&9 - F,(P)- 
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We introduce the notations 
qx, 1) = (&, o,..., S,+&, Oh 
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(7.1) 
where the sj are defined by (6.1), and 
f(v) = (f, S(d) = s.” S*(x, 4 f(x) dx, f~ W, 
with S(Y)(X) = S(x, v). 
THEOREM 7. Let H = H, @ H, be any self-adjoint subspace extension 
of S in 4j12, fil 3 9, with corresponding generalized resolve& R and 
generalized spectral family F, given by (4.5). In terms of S(x, 1) given by 
(7.1) and the spectral matrix p given by Theorem 6, we have 
F,(4 f(x) = s, WT 4 M)fW, f E ‘3) n (b 0 PW)), 
where the end-points of A are continuity points for F, and P is the orthogonal 
projection of !& onto sj. 
It is easy to see that S C P@)H C S*, where P@){h, k) = {Ph, Pk}. In 
particular, Pt2)H, C S*, or PH(0) C S*(O) = !& , which is finite- 
dimensional. Furthermore, C,(c) n ($5 0 PH(0)) is dense in sj 0 PH(0). 
For vector-valued functions 5, r] from R to Cn* (considered as 
(n + p) x 1 matrices of complex numbers), we define 
Since p is nondecreasing, we have (5, 5) > 0, and we define 11 5 11 = 
(5, [)l12. In this way we obtain a Hilbert space 
5 = fi2(P) = (5 I II 5 II < co>; 
see, for example, [9] for a detailed discussion of this type of space. 
THEOREM 8 (Eigenfunction Expansion). Let H be as in Theorem 7, and 
let f E 9 0 PH(0). Thenf, where 
3(4 = (f, W) = ,.” S*(x, 4 f (4 dx, 
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converges in norm in 5 = L?“(p), and llflj = IIf 11. Moreooer, 
f(4 = Jrn % 4 4+)PW9 .-m 
where this integral converges in norm in 5j = f?2(~). 
If S has self-adjoint extensions H in G2 (that is, W+ = W-), then 
Theorem 7 gives the spectral family of projections ES for H, , and 
Theorem 8 gives the corresponding eigenfunction expansion result. This 
occurs, in particular, in the regular case, which was discussed in Section 
3; see Theorem 1. From the representation K = K,, + K1 of the 
resolvent R of a self-adjoint extension H in sj2, we see that R(2) (and 
hence R,(Z)) is of Hilbert-Schmidt type. Therefore the spectrum of H, 
consists of eigenvalues only, and the spectral matrix p is a step-function. 
The eigenvalues of H, are those X E R for which there exists a nontrivial 
h E ‘I)(H,) such that H& = Ah. Referring to Theorem 1, this means that 
(h, @o> = 0, &i%(a) + A%(b) + (h, Z) = 0, (7.2) 
(L - A)h - 0&h, @,,) + @,[C%(a) + l&(b) + (h, Y)] = 0, (7.3) 
in case H is a self-adjoint extension with H(0) = span{v, ,..., ys}. Here 
@o = (9% ,***, C& and @r = (v9+r ,..., &, and q1 ,..., vP is an orthonormal 
basis for $,, . The equation (7.3) shows that h must be a solution of 
(L - h)h E !$, , and, since sr ,..., s,+~ given by (6.1) form a basis for 
this linear space, we must have h(x, A) = S(x, h)d for some nontrivial 
(n + p) x 1 constant matrix d. So (7.2) implies d satisfies 
(w9, @o)d = 0, (7.4) 
[me, 4 + NW, 4 + (WV, Z)ld = 0, (7.5) 
where 3(x, A) is the n x (n + p) matrix with rows 
S(x, A), syx, A) ,..., s-(X, A). 
We note that from (6.1) 
(L - A) S(h) = (0,“: a+): &), S(c, A) = (In: o,q, 
where Ojk represents thei x k zero matrix, and I, is the n x n identity 
matrix. Thus if we use (7.4) we find (7.3) reduces to 
[.I + c&G 4 + DS(b, 4 + (WV, !qld = 0, (7.6) 
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where J = (Ozf:: IP+,). H ence the eigenvalues of H, are precisely those 
A E R satisfying 
det A(h) = 0, (7.7) 
where A(h) is the (n + p) x (n + p) matrix 
Ifs = 0, then H = H, is an operator extension of S, the first row in A(h) 
is missing, and in the second row J = (Opn: I,). Ifs = p, then the second 
row of terms in d(h) is missing, and 2 = 0: 
If s = p = 0, we have H is a self-adjoint operator extension of S, . In 
this case S(h) = (s,(h) ,..., s&)), where (L - A) S(A) = 0. Thus 
A(X) = MS(a, A) + NS(b, A), s=p=o, 
which is the usual matrix determining the eigenvalues in this case via 
(7.7). 
8. SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
The results of Sections 2, 3, 5-7 carry over to S generated by a system 
of ordinary differential operators. We sketch the situation for a first-order 
system. Let L = I’$ + PO , where PI and P,, are m x m matrix-valued 
functions on the real interval I: a < x < b, with PI E Cl(b), P,, E C(L), 
and K’(X) existing for x E L. Thus L operates on m x 1 matrix-valued 
functions. We assume L is formally symmetric, that is, 
L = Lf = -DP,* + PO*, PI* = -P 19 P, - PO* = P’ 1' 
The Hilbert space of concern here is $ = em2(b), the set of all m x I 
matrix-valued functions u on L such that (u, U) < co. The minimal 
operator S,, for L in 8 is the closure in B2 of the set of all {f, Lf} for 
f~ C,,~(L). It is a closed symmetric operator whose domain D(S,) is 
dense in !$ The adjoint S, * has a domain consisting of all f E $s which 
60711511-3 
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are absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval, and Lf E $j. For 
fE B(S,*), S,*f= LJ Th ere ore, f if M, = S,* 0 S, , we have MO = 
M,+ @ MO- and 
0 < dim(M,,)* = dim v(S,* F 2) = W* < m. 
Hence if $3,, C 8, dim 5$, = p < CO, we can define S as in (2.1) 
and if OJ+ = w- = w, then Theorem 3 of [6] is applicable (Section 2). 
In this case Green’s formula is 
s =v*Lu - (Lv)*u = [w](y) - [uv](x), II 
where [W](Z) = V*(X) PI(x) U(X). Thus [W](X) tends to limits [uv](b), 
[~](a) as x tends to a, b, and we have 
(uv) = (Lu, v) - (&LO) = [w](b) - [uw](a) 
for all U, 2, E a(&*). 
Let us consider the regular case when a, b are finite, PI’, P,, are 
continuous on the closed interval a < x < b, and P:‘(x) exists there. 
Then D(S,,*) is the set of all f E 5 which are absolutely continuous on 
a<x<bandLfE!&and 
It is clear that dim(M,J* = m, and thus CU+ = w- = w = m, and 
Theorem 3 of [6] applies to S in this case. Here 
(uw) = WY(b) P,(b) u(b) - w*(u) P&z) U(U) 
for all U, u E a(&,*), and the analogue of Theorem 1 is proven just as 
in Section 3. Only minor changes are needed in the statement of Theorem 
1 to obtain this analogue. 
THEOREM 9. In the regular case of a j&-order formally symmetric 
system L as given above, let H be a self-adjoint subspace extension of S in fi2, 
with dim H(0) = s. Let q1 ,..., qua be an orthonormal basis for H(0) and 
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q1 ,..., y)8 , q+l ,..., ‘pP an orthonormal basis for $j,, . Let @,, , Q1 denote 
matrices with columns ‘pr ,..., v8 and vSfl ,..., q+, , respectively. Then there 
exist matrices of complex constants M, N, C, D, E of order m x m, m x m, 
(p - s) x m, (p - s) x m, (p - s) x (p - s), respectively, such that 
(a) rank(M: N) = m, 




Y = tDl{E + (1/2)[DP39 D* - CZ’;‘(u) C”]}, E = E*, 
2 = @JDP;‘(b) N* - CP,‘(a) M*], 
then 
(i) H is the set of all {h, Lh + ~1, h E z)(S,*), ‘p E $, , such that 
(h Go) = 0, M&4 + NW + (h, 2) = 0, 
‘p = @,c + WC&) + Dh(b) + (k y)], 
where c is an s x 1 matrix complex constants, 
(ii) HJs = Lh - @,,(Lh, QO) + @,[Ch(a) + Dh(b) + (h, Y)]. 
Conversely, ifyl ,..., q~* , v8+1 ,..., q+, is an orthonormul basis for &,, , and 
M, N, C, D, E exist satisfying (a), (b) and Y, 2 are de$ned by (c), then 
H de$ned by (i) is a self-adjoint extension of S such that H(0) = 
Span{n ,..., ~~1, and the operator part H, of H is given by (ii). 
A. M. Krall in [8, Theorem 5.11 described the operator extensions 
(s = 0, Q. = 0, @l is m x p) in the regular case in the special situation 
corresponding to PI(x) = -iI,, Y = 0, E = 0. Thus only those 
operators H which do not contain an integral term in the operator were 
considered. In his condition (5.5) (p. 444 of [S]), which is the analogue 
of the second equation in (c) above, -i should be replaced by fi. 
9. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS FOR SYSTEMS 
Let us now return to the general case (not necessarily regular case) of 
S,, , S generated by L = Lf, where U+ need not be CC, and sketch the 
steps leading to an eigenfunction expansion result for each of the general- 
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ized resolvents of S. We have a right inverse of S,,* - II, 1 E C, , which 
is an integral operator of Carleman type 
WfW = 1” G@,Y, Z>f(r) dy, fES3, IECO, a 
where G(x, y, 1) = G*(y, X, I) is an m x m matrix. This operator G(1) 
has the properties stated in (5.1) with (5.l)(iv) meaning that if u(x, 1) = 
G(l)f(x), then u is continuous on L x C, and u(x, ) is analytic on C, . 
Such a G(1) for systems was constructed by S. Berman in the process of 
his development of the eigenfunction expansions corresponding to the 
(operator) self- a ‘oint extensions H of S,; see [l]. Let R be a generalized dj 
resolvent of S corresponding to a self-adjoint subspace extension H in 
$ji2, & 3 sj. Then, just as in Section 5, we may show that A(l) = 
R(1) - G(1) is an integral operator of Hilbert-Schmidt type, 
44f (4 = J” 4x9 YP 4f (Y) dY, fE8, IECo, (9.1) a 
with a kernel ,4(x, y, 1) which can be represented locally (in C,) in terms 
of analytic bases for v(S* & 11). Indeed, if S,(l) are defined as in (5.6), 
then A(x, y, 1) may be written as 
4% y, 1) = @*(x9 I) B*(z)(@qY, l))*, ZEt3, 
I z - lo I < ro , ro > 0, 1 (9.2) 
where 0+(x, 1) is the m x q+ matrix with columns Br(x, I),..., 0*+(x, 1), 
1 E C+, and O-(X, 1) is the m x q- matrix with columns 0,(x, I),..., O&x, 1), 
1 EC-, and Bi- are q * x qF matrix-valued functions which are analytic 
on some disk j 1 - lo j < rO, I,, E Cf, 1 EC*, and (B*(l))* = B?(I). 
Using (9.1) and (9.2), we see that 
&)f(x) = @*(& I) B*(z)(f, Wl)), lEC%, j I- 10 I < ro. 
From the definition of O*, we have 
(L - 2) 0*(x, I) = (o,*: CD(x)), ZECf, (9.3) 
where O,* represents the m x & zero matrix and Q, is the m x p matrix 
with columns y1 ,..., vr,, an orthonormal basis for Bo. For matrix 
functions F of m rows we define LF = P,F’ + P,,F, and for matrix 
functions G of m columns we define LG = (LG*)* = G/P,* + GPO*. 
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Then for F, G E Cl(b), at least one of which is in Csl(b), we have 
lab G&F) = 1” (LG)F. 
Q 
For matrix-valued functions F on I x 1 x C, we define 
Using the local representation (9.2), and (9.3), we see that the kernel 
A(x, y, I) has the following properties analogous to those in (5.9): 
(9 A(x, y, 4 = A*( y, x,0, 
(ii) the columns of A( , y, 2) E a(&*), 
(iii) if Fl(x, y, 1) = (L, - Z) A(x, y, Z), the columns of 
FI( ,Y,OEJSO> 
Fl(x, y, ) is analytic on C, , F,(x, , ) is continuous on L x C, , 
(iv) if Gr(x, y, Z) = (ES - I) A(x, y, Z), the columns of 
G*(x, , I) E $a, G,(x, y, ) is analytic on CO , G,( , y, ) is continuous on 
4 x c,, 
(v) if 
the columns of Hr( , y, 1) E &, , the columns of Hr*(x, , Z) F $jO , H,(x, y, ) 
is analytic on C, , 
(vi) A is continuous on c X I X CO , A(x, y, ) is analytic on C, , 
We now know that the generahzed resolvent A of S is an integral 
operator of Carleman type 
with kernel K(x, y, 1) = G(x, y, 1) + A(x, y, Z). We wish to express this 
kernel in terms of a standard basis for the solutions of (L - Z)u E & . 
Choose c E L and solutions sr ,..., s,,,+~ satisfying 
(L - I) sj = 0, 
(L - 1) Sqn+j = 'pj 9 
sj(c, 1) = ej , j = l,,.., m, 
Sm+j(C, 2, = 03 j = l,...,p, 
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where ej is the unit vector with 1 in the jth row. Let S, be the m x m 
matrix with columns sr ,..., sm , S, the m x p matrix with columns 
s m+l ,..., s~+~ , and S = (S,: S,). Then 
(L - 1) S(x, I) = (0,“: CD(x)), S(c, E) = (I& O,P). (9.5) 
We define 
&(x, y, I) = q*(Y, x, I> = 3S,(% 1) K’(c) s,*(y, I), * 3Y, 
and note that 
J%(x, I> = W, I) K’(c) \’ S,*( y, I> Q(y) dy. 
-c 
It is clear that S is continuous on L x C, and S(x, ) is entire. Just as in 
Section 6 we can now write K = K, + Kl , where Kl has the same 
properties (9.4)(i)-(vi) as A and 
Kl(X, y, I) = qx, 4 Y(Z) s*(Y, 0, ZECO, (9.6) 
where Y is a certain (m + p) x (m + p) matrix-valued function on C, . 
The analogue of Theorem 5 is valid for this matrix Y, namely: 
(9.7) 
The proof depends upon appropriate representations for Y, which we 
now write as 
where YW , Ym , YW p %z) are m X m, m X p, p x m, p x p 
matrix-valued functions, respectively. We have (L, - Z) Kl = (L, - Z)A 
and (,?a - I) Kl = (& - Z)A, and the local representation (9.2) for A 
together with (9.3), (9.5), (9.6) yield 
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Noting that (@, @) = IP , we see that (9.8) implies that 
Y(,l,(Z) = p,*: 19,) B*(z)(@+, I))*, 
Y(l,,(Z) = @*(c, I) B*(z)(o,F: ID)*, (9.9) 
y/(,)(Z) = (o,*: IJ B*(z)(O+*: ID)*, 
IZ-z,j <to, ZECi. i 
Now using 
&c% Y> 4 = &*(Y, x, 4, (B*(z))* = P(Z), ZECF, 
we find that (9.9) gives (9.7)(i), (ii). 
As before, to obtain (9.7)(“‘) ui we use an alternate representation for Y. 
We define R(Z), R,-,(Z), R,(Z) operating on matrix-valued functions F with 
m rows as follows: 
WF(4 = 1” m Y9 WYY) 45 columns of F E fi, a 
WVW = s" K(x, Y, W'(Y) 4, FE C,,(b). a 
Then for FE C,(L) we have R(Z)F = &(Z)F + R,(Z)F, and 
(L - Z) R,(Z)F = F, FE C&L), 
R,(Z)& - Z)F = F, FE C;(t). 
We can introduce a norm for the set of all matrix-valued functions F, 
whose columns are in $5, via 11 F ]I2 = trade(F, F). Since (@, @) = ID , 
we can choose a @O E Col(b) with 11 @O - @ (1 so small that (@“, @) is 
nonsingular. Then from (9.8) we can verify that 
where 
Y(n)(Z) = qc, c> I), 
Ed) = W) X0(0(4 = %(O. (9.10) 
Y(22G) = VW) X0(4, X0@)), 1 
X0(Z) = (L - 1) PO, 80 = @ytP, q-1. 
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Note that R,(Z) X0(Z) = R,(Z)(L - I) b” = E”, and hence (9.10) can be 
written as 
Yhl,(Z) = WC, c, 4, 
ul,l,,(O = W) X0(W) - Z0(4 = %,(4, 
1 
(9.11) 
Yd> = VW) X0(0, X0@)) - CEO”, X”(O). 
Now 2iIm Y(Z) = Y’(Z) - Y(Z), and thus (9.1 I) implies that 
Im Y(d) 
Im Z = H(c, c, 0, 
Im Yd4 = VW - WI 
ImZ z-z 
X0(Z)(c) - R(Z) SO(c), 
Im Yd) = 
( 
If-0 yd) 
ImZ Iml ’ 1 
* ‘z (9.12) 
Im yd) = 
( 
P(z) - WI 
ImZ z-z \ X0(Z), X”(Z)) - (R(Z) X0(Z), SO) 
- FO, R(Z) X0(Z)) + (go, q. ! 
Here H(x, y, I) = [K(x, y, Z) - K(x, y, Z)]/(Z - I), which is the kernel for 
w - VM~ - 0. 
Suppose that h is a real-valued function defined on L with the properties 
that h E Col(b), h(x) > 0, h(c) = I, and h vanishes outside a closed 
bounded interval containing c in its interior, and let 
Y= s 
* h(x) dx. 
a 
For complex numbers cl ,..., c,,+~ , let 
and define f and g as follows: 
f = hc(,) > g = YX0(4 C(z) f 
Then, as before, the inequality 
0 d II W(f + B) - Ro(k II2 
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leads to the inequality (6.25), and noting that R,(Z)g = $Oc(d we see 
that this inequality has the form 
SI ab .” Q(x, y, 0 44 h(y) dx dr > 0, 
where 
Qb Y, 0 = 4+3(x, Y, 0 ~(1) + c% I 
[R(zj I;(‘)’ X0(Z)(x) - R(Z) D’(x)} qe) 
+ (conjugate of last term) 
+ 4) I( 
LR(? 1 ;Ql X0(1), X0(Z)) - (R(Z) P(Z), SO) 
- (SO, R(Z) X0(1)) + p, EO 
,I 
C(2) . 
Then we have finally 
0 < Re Q(c, c, 1) = Q(c, c, 1) = %* = C, 
by virtue’of (9.12), and this shows that (9.7)(iii) is true. 
The analogues of Theorems 6-8 are thus valid in the first-order 
system case. 
THEOREM 10. Let L be a first-order system and H = H, @ H, a self- 
adjoint subspace extension of S in $j12, %I 3 5 = gm2(~), with corresponding 
generalized resolverat R and generalized spectral famiZy F, . Then for 
f E Cot4 n ($3 0 J’WW, 
~s(4.e) = s, SC% 4 d/+)3(4 i”(v) = (f, W). 
Here S(x, IJ) is de$ned by (9.3, 
and A = {v E R 1 p < v < X> with t.~, X being points of continuity for F*‘, 
and P is the orthogonal projection of !& onto $j. 
Iff E & OPW% th~f~~2b), Ilf II = llfll, and 
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In the regular case, Theorem 10 gives the spectral family of projections 
Es = F, for H, corresponding to a self-adjoint extension H in 5j2 itself, 
and the associated eigenfunction expansion. As in the nth order case, 
the resolvent R of H is an integral operator of Hilbert-Schmidt type, 
and so the spectral matrix p is a step-function. The discussion leading 
up to (7.7), (7.8) has an analogue for the first-order system case. Thus 
the eigknvalues of H, are those h E R satisfying - 
det cl(h) = 0, 
where 
w9, @cl) 
44 = If CS(a, 4 + Wb, 4 + (WV, 3 
J@(a, 4 + NW, A) + (WV, 2) 
and J = (022:: I,-,). If s = 0, the first row of A(h) is missing; ifs = p, 
the second row is missing and Z = 0; and, of course, if s = p = 0, the 
first two rows in /l(h) are missing and 2 = 0. 
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